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PREFACE

Florence Hawley Ellis was active professionally her entire adult life, and after retiring she maintained extensive research notes and related collections at her home. She was assisted in her later years by her daughter Andrea, who inherited the Ellis house and its contents when Dr. Ellis died in 1991. Andrea Ellis then maintained the research materials as a private archive until her own death in 2009. At that point Andrea’s daughter, Rieka Eastin Long, inherited the house and its contents. Ms. Long allowed the Maxwell Museum to borrow and organize the Ellis research materials, on the assumption that in time, they will be donated to the University of New Mexico and other institutions.

One set of files from the Ellis house was an “autobibliography,” by which was meant a set of Dr. Ellis’s publications and manuscripts, as ordered by the author. Andrea Ellis clearly had a hand in the organizing of the bibliographic materials, and may have contributed most of the effort required to create such a comprehensive series of files. The first researcher to take a close look at those files, Dr. Kurt Anschuetz, recognized the need to keep the bibliographic files intact, and convinced me to do so. The actual work of organizing the files then fell to Alicia Barnes, of the museum staff, who prepared this compilation of the file contents.

Like the original files, this bibliography includes materials attributable to other individuals, especially her daughter. Andrea Ellis’s working relationship with her mother is indicated in the files by the conjoining of their publications and manuscripts, a structure maintained in the bibliography. Also, both women went by more than one name during their careers; in the bibliography we have followed the names indicated by the documents and file labels.

The catalogue numbers assigned by the museum are based on the system originally used to organize the files. Catalogue No. 2010.41.1929c refers, for example, to the contents of Ellis’s file 1929c. In some cases it was necessary to deviate from the original numbering system used in the files, including to add materials from a different part of the collections to the bibliographic files. Nonetheless, this publication will give readers a sense of the publications and manuscripts created by Dr. Ellis and her daughter, as organized by them.

While the documents summarized by this bibliography provide a comprehensive picture of the work by Dr. Ellis and her collaborators, there are gaps in the collection. We will strive to fill those gaps as part of the long-term curation of the files. Meanwhile, unless otherwise indicated, the items listed are available for examination by researchers. As one consequence, we hope, the extent and variety of Dr. Ellis’s research will be more fully appreciated. We wish to thank Rieka Long for her own efforts to make these materials available for research.

David Phillips
Series Editor
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Hawley, Florence, 1922. Untitled notes on home heating system. [Notes and sketches, 10 pages] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1922.
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Hawley, Florence, 1929. The Last Witch of Zuni notes. [22 pages notes, 1 page correspondence] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1929h.


Hawley, Florence, 1931. Conclusions, To Date, on Wood Specimens from the Fort Apache Ruin—1931 Field Expedition. [Two copies of report (16 pages each) and six sets of notes] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1931b.
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Senter, Florence Hawley, 1938. Report on Research in Dendrochronology of the Mississippi Area 1937–38. [Report, 8 pages. File also includes Progress of Tree Ring Work in Mississippi Drainage (3 pages) and graph.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1938g.

Hawley, Florence (editor), 1938. The Prehistoric Southwest. [Includes 16 chapters by various authors, each in its own folder. Also includes one folder of related correspondence.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1938h.
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Hawley, Florence, 1930–1940. The Study of Man—Embracing Woman. [Manuscript, 13 pages. Written while author was a student. Found filed under 1930–1940c in bibliography files.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1939g.


Hawley, Florence, 1941. Dendrochronology in the Mississippi Drainage. [Two drafts, one bound and the other loose with notes.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1941a.

Hawley, Florence, 1941. We Can Learn About Children From Them. Parents’ Magazine 16(7): 26–27, 34. [Whole issue preserved. File also includes 18 page manuscript titled How To Raise a Pueblo Child: From Cradle Board to Kiva.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1941c.
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Hawley, Florence, 1941. Dendrochronology Annual Report (1941) for University of Chicago. [Includes 5 page report with 3 page supplemental report by Robert E. Bell, three envelopes of charts and correspondence, a preliminary report for 1942, and various notes.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1941h.


Senter, Donovan, and Florence Hawley, 1942. Villages of the Saints: A Social Analysis of Spanish-American Acculturation in New Mexico. [Includes 493 pages of text and 7 pages of introductory charts and copies of notes. Note on front, written by Florence Hawley, states that she wrote this for Donovan to revise.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1942h.


Hawley, Florence, 1942. Dendrochronology Charts. [Includes a letter from A. E. Douglass and various notes.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1942l.


Hawley, Florence and Andrea Senter, 1943. Story for Daddy. [1 page; story told by Andrea to Florence for Donovan Senter on Father’s Day. Returned to family; file contains explanatory note only.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1943g.
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Hawley, Florence, 1948. Some Factors Pertaining to Indian Problems in New Mexico. [Original draft and published copy titled Some Factors in the Indian Problem in New Mexico. Latter published by Division of Research, Department of Government, University of New Mexico.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1948a.
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Hawley, Florence, 1949. Cultural Patterns of the Southwest as They Affect Rural People. [Manuscript, 6 pages. File also includes notes.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1949d.

Hawley, Florence, 1949. History of the Alamo Navajo. [Nine folders containing: notes, student papers (by Don Thurow, Donn Hart, Beatrice Garner, Joan Evans, D.C. Simmons, and Leo Thaler), drafts (including The Economy of the Alamo Navajo, by Donn Hart), and related correspondence] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1949h.

Hawley, Fred G., 1950. Further Notes on Glazed Ware [and] Additional Information on Glaze Work. [Documents originally filed under Fred G. Hawley 1950a (“Further Notes...”) and 1950b (“Additional Information...”). Also includes a formula for glaze paint, as well as correspondence with Florence regarding pottery.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1950.
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Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1952. Life Orientation in Zia Pueblo. [File includes seven chapters plus two drafts of the introduction and a bibliography. File also includes original dedication pages for Pueblo of the Sun and Life Orientation in Zia Pueblo.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1952d.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1954. Untitled schedule notes. [Schedule of lectures and TV programs, 1 page.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1954i.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1957. Cultures of New Mexico—Spanish/American. [Manuscript, 30 pages; Page 1 missing. File also includes schedule for New Mexico Boy’s School, Orientation Sessions.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1957f.
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Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1960. 29th Field Session in Anthropology—San Gabriel del Yunque. [Draft, 7 pages; brochure and information packet for field school.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1960c.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1961. Evidence that Modified Forked Stick Hogans Cannot be Considered as Criteria of Pre-Ft. Sumner Period. [Final draft and notes.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1961c.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1961. Evidence that Hogans with Adjoining Lamb Pens or Corrals Cannot be Considered as Criteria of Pre-Ft. Sumner Period. [Court copy of Defendant’s Exhibit E54 for Docket No. 229. File also includes handwritten notes.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1961g.

Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1961. A Study on Diameters of Hogans and Distance of Ash Piles From Hogans, by Period, to Determine Whether Either May be Used as a Criterion of Building Period. [Two drafts with notes, original graphs, charts and notes, one final copy] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1961h.

Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1961. Navajo, Apache and Hopi Occupation Maps with Bibliographies. [Sixteen maps with fifteen corresponding bibliographies, Map P does not have a bibliography.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1961i.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1963. Partial manuscript and letters pertaining to San Gabriel del Yunque. [Notes, draft pages, and correspondence regarding the 1963 field school at Yunque] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1963d.
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Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1967. The Story of an Archaeological Excavation Film Script. [Script is incomplete. Andrea Ellis noted: “Is this actually written by FHE? Or used by her?” File also includes two related memoranda and notes.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1967i.
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Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1974. Review of Witchcraft in the Southwest, Spanish and Indian Supernaturalism on the Rio Grande, by Marc Simmons. [Reprint with no publication information. File also includes a draft and a note by Ellis stating “Presumably to go into the El Palacio following the one just out.”] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1974f.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1974. The Pueblo Social Organization as a Basis for Rules of Tribal Membership. [Copy of In The Supreme Court of the United States, October Term, 1976: No. 76-682. File also includes two similar drafts.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1974s.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1974. Gallina Area Field Research Design for 1975. [Two drafts of research design, correspondence, notes and reference materials. A personal Christmas card found in the file was returned to the family.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1974z.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1975. Research Design for 1976. [One final copy, with references, marked “Sent to Dee Green” (the archaeologist for Forest Service Region 3). File also includes one draft.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1975i.
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Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1976. Ghost Ranch Report on 1975 Dig to Forest Service in Correspondence. [Includes a cover letter by Ellis, as well as other correspondence.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1976e.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1977. The Background and Basis for Zia Pueblo’s Petition for Custody of a Small Area Southwest of the Pueblo. [Bound final version of manuscript. File also includes one draft version. Two associated maps are stored in the flat files.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1977d.
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Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1978. The Field Houses Used by Historic Pueblo Peoples and Their Immediate Ancestors. [Three full drafts and one partial draft of paper, same as 2010.41.1976i and 2010.41.1978b. This paper was presented “at Tucson meeting on small houses, April 1976.” File also contains related correspondence and papers by Suzanne K. Fish and Paul R. Fish, James B. Rodgers, and Bruce M. Moore.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1978c.
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Dodge, Andrea Ellis, 1979. A Comparison of the Traditional Los Pastores Plays of New Mexico with a Modern Interpretation. [With contributions by Florence Hawley Ellis. Folder includes two drafts and various notes and reference materials.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1979h.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1980. Why Must Santo Domingo Forever Drag its Feet Rather Than Run to the Nearest Exit? [Manuscript, with a note stating that it should remain private. Dr. Ellis’s concern seems to have been that she not publish work that took advantage of her consulting for Santo Domingo (now Kewa) Pueblo. File also includes unrelated (?) correspondence on her affidavit for the Pueblo.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1980j.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1981. The Religious Freedom of Zia and Jemez Pueblos vs. Use of Geothermal Power from Mt. Redondo. [Five folders. Folder 1: legal size documents, includes two drafts of a paper titled “Redondo Peak, the Valle Grande and Pueblo Religion,” as well as correspondence and several drafts of Dr. Ellis’s affidavit. Folder 2: two drafts with original
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photographs, stored in photo archives. Folder 3: notes and correspondence. Folder 4: chapter drafts. Folder 5: Zia Fiestas, Dances and Ceremonials: Calendar List, prepared by Peter Pino, Stanley Pino, and Lawrence Pino (with materials from Dr. Ellis’s work and non-original photographs by Andrea Ellis.) Catalogue No. 2010.41.1981d.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1981. Florence Hawley Ellis Vita and Bibliography. [Two drafts of vita, bibliography, two lists of societies of which Dr. Ellis was a member.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1981g.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1983. Notes regarding the Aguilar vs. Bernalillo County case. [File originally titled “San Felipe (Laurie Aguilar) vs. Bernalillo County—religious freedom trial.” Contains Dr. Ellis’s notes. Also contains the Deposition of Laurie Aguilar, Transcript of Hearing Before the Employment Security Department Appeal Tribunal, Plaintiff’s Answers to First Set of Interrogatories Re: Expert Witness (cites Dr. Ellis’s participation), and First Amended Complaint for Declaratory Relief and Damages.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1983e.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1984. Proposed Class for the January Session at Ghost Ranch: Native Southwestern Arts and Crafts. [Copy of proposal, copy of the general plan, and four versions of the class schedule] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1984d.

Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1984. What We Know at Present of Acoma-Laguna Water Use. [Final paper, 7 pages. With attached statement of Dr. Ellis’s credentials. File also includes two drafts,

Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1984. Transcripts of Florence Hawley Ellis Comments While Supervising on Each Site, Rattlesnake Ridge. [Seven transcripts including Tower Site 1, Tower Site 2, Dart’s Site 3, Moore’s Site 4, Tower Site 5, Ghost Ranch Flash Days (signaling experiment), and North Llaves Miscellaneous.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1984h.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, and Andrea Ellis-Dodge, 1985. Ethnological and Historical Considerations Relative to the Boundaries of the Diego Gallegos Grant. [Two copies. One copy is bound and signed, with a map in the back. The other copy includes notes and penciled remarks.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1985c.

Ellis, Florence Hawley, and Andrea Ellis-Dodge, 1985. Use of the Rael Tract Area by the People of Santo Domingo Pueblo. [Bound final version, two drafts titled Types and Approximate Amount of Present Use of the Rael Ranch Area by the People of Santo Domingo, small notepad with notes, correspondence, small maps.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1985d.

Dodge, Andrea Ellis, 1985. Pueblo “Preferred Route” for PNM Power Line as Indicated by San Juan, Santa Clara, San Ildefonso, and Jemez. [Final version, three drafts, references, half-size map. The associated full-size map, with marked lines and highlighted areas, is stored in the flat files.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1985f.

Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1985. A Spotlight on What the Ghost Ranch Archaeological Seminar has Added to Knowledge of the Gallina Culture After 11 Years of Field Studies. Paper presented to the Annual Meeting of the Archaeological Society of New Mexico, Santa Fe. [Five drafts, map, program and materials for the 1985 meeting of the Archaeological Society of New Mexico.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1985h.
Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1985. On Feminists. [Draft, 2 pages. Dr. Ellis’s opinion on contemporary feminism. The original folder title was “On Feminists, Daughters of the Desert” but there is no indication of the draft’s relationship, if any, with Daughters of the Desert by Barbara Babcock and Nancy Parezo.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1985i.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1985. Important Chart for LA 85. [Also titled “Pottery chart data contributing to the creation of MSD6 chart (in map files).” This file was numbered 1984o but was found in the 1985n folder.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1985n.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1986. Review of A Woman's Quest for Science: Portrait of Anthropologist Elsie Clews Parsons, by Peter H. Hare, for American Indian Quarterly. [File includes two drafts, related correspondence, and other materials but no final draft or copy of the published version.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1986c.

Unknown Author, 1986. Program for Archaeological Society of New Mexico Annual Meeting, Gallup. [Dr. Ellis is listed in the program as presenter of “High Spot Signaling in the Rio Grande Area.” The original folder indicated that the program contains notes, but no notes were found. No drafts of the presentation were found.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1986d.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1986. Introduction: Historic Santo Domingo. [Draft, 33 pages. A note indicates that this is Chapter 1 (the introduction) for the land claim paper for Santo Domingo. marked Draft 4. File also includes several typed and handwritten draft sections and loose pages, along with reference materials (a small map and a School of American Research newsletter).] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1986f.

Dodge, Andrea Ellis, 1986. Brief list of Santo Domingo sites with either SD or LA numbers, in numeric order. [“From Santo Domingo reports, Names only. For further information refer to the Locations or Field Notes.” List, 13 pages, plus loose pages] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1986g.

Dodge, Andrea Ellis, 1986. Summary of Myra Ellen’s paper on the history of the Rael Ranch. [Manuscript, 4 pages. From a “Meeting of Santo Domingo Elders with Florence Hawley Ellis
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and Andrea Ellis-Dodge in the field looking at Rael Ranch” on July 8, 1985.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1986h.


Dodge, Andrea Ellis, 1986. The Socio-political Affiliation of the Galisteo Keresans and Santo Domingo Pueblo in the Rio Grande and Similarities with the Acoma and Laguna Village Complex. [“Data derived from field notes including 8 Oct. 85.” Three drafts, each with the same text but different editing marks.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1986k.

Dodge, Andrea Ellis, 1986. The Trails Used by Santo Domingo Then and Now. [Three drafts. Originally titled “Migration Patterns According to Oral Tradition for Several Groups that Finally Joined the Present Santo Domingo Pueblo.” The prior title is similar to the title of 2010.41.1986i but does not include the same content.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1986l.


Dodge, Andrea Ellis, and Mary Purdy, 1987. Interim Report for BG-3N. [Report draft with drawings of stratigraphy and plan views. File also includes correspondence (personal and professional) to and from Mrs. Dodge and Dr. Ellis. A letter and its associated photographs was transferred to photo archives.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1987d.

Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1987. Pecos Conference. [This file contains the announcement and registration forms for the 1987 Pecos Conference. It includes a note stating, “FHE spoke & AE
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recorded it” but to date the audio tape has been located. No speech title or topic is indicated.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1987e.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, and Andrea Ellis Dodge, 1988. Use of Agricultural Lands on the North Bank of the Jemez, East of the Zia Pueblo. [Information in this document was gathered through interviews with members of Zia Pueblo. File contains final version, five drafts, notes, and correspondence.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1988c.


Ellis, Andrea, and Florence Hawley Ellis, 1988. The Potsherd Trail to Irrigation. [Final version. File also includes one full draft and 1 page of a second draft. This report seems to have been started by Dr. Ellis and finished by Andrea Ellis.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1988f.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, and Andrea Ellis, 1988. A Window on San Gabriel del Yungue, original manuscript. [Includes maps and correspondence.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1988h.


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1988. Untitled correspondence regarding receipt of honorary Doctorate of Letters from the University of New Mexico. [File includes correspondence between Dr. Ellis and various members of the University of New Mexico staff, including President Gerald May and University Secretary Anne Brown. Original folder indicated an acceptance speech, which was not found.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1988p.

Unknown Author, 1988. Announcements of Florence Hawley Ellis’s receipt of the Byron S. Cummings Award. [Two pamphlets announcing Dr. Ellis’s receipt of the Byron S. Cummings Award, one from Kiva and another from Glyphs. File also includes a booklet listing members of the President’s Club of the University of Arizona. The original folder indicated an acceptance speech, which was not found.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1988q


Ellis, Florence Hawley, 1988. Rio Grande Pueblos as Occupants of the Sierra. [Draft, 7 pages. No author is specified on the document or original folder but the handwritten notes and writing style are Dr. Ellis’s.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1988t.
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Applied Anthropology. [Final version and five working drafts (two of which are labeled Draft 2). File also contained two large maps titled “Proposed Ojo Line Extension 345 kV Transmission Project” and “Ojo Line Extension 345 kV Project,” stored in flat files.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1989g.


Dodge, Andrea Ellis, 1990. Towers of the Gallina Area and Greater Southwest. [Final version, pages from one or more drafts, notes, correspondence. File also includes the call for papers, preliminary program, and registration forms for the 55th Annual Meeting of the Society for American Archaeology. File also includes drafts and related materials for Dr. Ellis and Andrea Dodge’s joint presentation on the same topic at the 1988 Gallina conference.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1990c.
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Unknown Author, 1990. Archaeology at Ghost Ranch, Ghost Ranch Seminar Catalog. [One paragraph in the catalogue describes Dr. Ellis’s two week archaeological seminar.] Catalogue No. 2010.41.1990h.
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